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A nonlinear integral equation of Hammerstein type is one of the form 
+9 + j, Wx, r>f(r, U(Y)) 4 = G>, (1) 
where G is a measure space with o-finite measure dy, the known function 
V(X) and the unknown function u(x) are both defined on G. In operator- 
theoretic terms the equation (1) can be written as a nonlinear functional 
equation of the form 
u + AN(u) = w (2) 
defined in a given Banach space Y of functions on G with the linear and non- 
linear mappings A and N given by 
(4 (4 = s, Q, Y> 4~) dy, P-9 (4 = .m ~(4). 
In this paper we are concerned with the problem of existence of solutions of 
Eq. (2) in a Banach space X when the linear mapping A is a closed linear 
maximal monotone mapping with domain D(A) contained in the conjugate 
Banach space X* of X and range in X, and the nonlinear mapping from X to 
X* is of type (M) (see Definition 1, Section 1). This problem has been studied 
earlier by BrCzis [l] and by Petryshyn-Fitzpatrick [12] when A is a bounded 
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linear monotone mapping and N a mapping of type (M). Equations of 
type (2) in a Hilbert space H involving closed linear maximal monotone 
mapping A and bounded continuous monotone mapping N have been 
studied by Lavrentriev [IO, 1 l] when A is self-adjoint and by Kosciki [8] 
when A is not necessarily a self-adjoint mapping. See Browder-de Figueiredo- 
Gupta [5] for similar questions in Banach spaces. Our results extend some 
of the above mentioned as well as the earlier results of Browder-Gupta [4], 
Browder-de Figueiredo-Gupta [5]. Kolodner [7], Dolph-Minty [6] and 
Vainberg [14, 151. 
In Section 1, we study mappings of type (M) and prove a result on the 
surjectivity of a mapping of type (M). 
In Section 2, we establish a simple but useful existence theorem on the 
solvability of Eq. (2) in Banach spaces involving a closed linear maximal 
monotone mapping A for which the inverse mapping A-l exists and a non- 
linear mapping N of type (M). 
In Section 3, we study Eq. (2) in a Hilbert space H (i) when A is a closed 
linear maximal monotone mapping for which the inverse mapping A-l may 
not exist and (ii) when A is a sum of a closed linear maximal monotone 
mapping and a nonlinear compact mapping. 
1. MAPPINGS OF TYPE (M) 
Let X be a real Banach space, X* its conjugate space and let (w, U) denote 
the duality pairing between the elements w in X* and u in X. 
DEFINITION 1. A mapping T from X to X* is said to be of type (M) if the 
following conditions hold: 
(M,) If a sequence {Us} in X converges weakly to an element u in X* 
(written u, - u), the sequence Tu, - w in X* and 
li,m sup(Tu, , u,) < (w, u) 
then Tu = w. 
(M,) T is continuous from finite-dimensional subspaces of X to X* 
endowed with weak* topology. 
The concept of mappings of type (M) was first introduced by BrCzis in [l] 
using filters. The definition above is equivalent to his when the Banach space 
X is separable and the mapping T is bounded (i.e., maps bounded sets into 
bounded sets). Accordingly, Definition 1, above, is weaker than that in [l]. 
We remark that the class of mappings of type (M) includes in it the class of 
hemicontinuous monotone mappings and the class of pseudomonotone 
mappings, introduced in [I]. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let T be a linear mapping from X into X*. Then T is 
bounded ;f and only if T satisfies condition (M,) of Dejkition I, above. 
Proof. I f  T is bounded then T satisfies condition (M,) obviously. Suppose, 
now, that T satisfies condition (M,) and let {u,j be a sequence in X such that 
u, converges to u in the norm of X (written u, ---f U) and the sequence Tu, -+ w 
in X*. It is immediate that (Tu, , un) ---f (w, U) and so by (M,) we have 
Tu = U. Then the graph of T is closed and hence T is bounded by closed 
graph theorem. Hence the Proposition. Q.E.D. 
The above proposition shows in particular that a linear mapping T from X 
to X* is of tvpe (M) if and only if it is bounded. Further, it follows from 
Proposition 1 that the class of mappings of type (M) is larger than the class of 
pseudomonotone mappings. We may remark that the condition (M,) for 
nonlinear mappings somehow corresponds to the condition of closed graph 
theorem for linear mappings. 
The following proposition shows that a mapping of the form I $ C, with C 
a compact mapping (i.e., a continuous mapping which maps bounded sets 
into precompact sets) in a Hilbert space H is of type (M). (Here 1 denotes the 
identity mapping in H.) Accordingly, results which use Schauder fixed point 
theorem in Hilbert spaces can also be obtained using our results. We shall 
actually use this remark in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let H be a given Hilbe-rt space and C a compact mapping of 
H into H. Then the mapping I + C is of type (M). 
Proof. It is sufficient to verify that I + C satisfies condition (M,) since 
I + C is a continuous mapping from H into H. Let, now (~~1 be a sequence in 
N such that u,, - u in H, u, + Cu, - w in H and 
1iF SUP(U~ + Cu, , 24,) < (w, u). 
We may assume (by going to a subsequence if necessary) that there is a y  in H 
such that Cu, + y. It then follows that w = y  + u, (Cu, , u,) + (y, u) and 
lim, sup // u, iI2 < /I u 112. On the other hand we have /I u /I2 < lim, inf /I u, II2 
from the weak-lower semicontinuity of the norm function. It then follows 
that lim, j/ u, ]I2 = 11 u 112, which together with u, - u in H implies that 
u, + u. So Cu, - Cu and hence y  = Cu. Thus w = (I+ C) (u) and the 
mapping I + C satisfies condition (M,). Q.E.D. 
We now prove the following generalized versions of Theorems 10 and 11 
of [l] for the case of a nonseparable reflexive Banach space, which will be of 
particular significance to us in this work. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let T be a bounded 
mapping of type (M)from X to X*. Suppose that the mapping T is coercive, that 
is, 
Then the range R(T) of T is all of X*. 
Proof. Since for any w in X* the mapping T, defined by 
T,(u) = T(u) - w 
is a bounded coercive mapping of type (M) it suffices to prove that 0 E R(T). 
Let n = {F 1 F a finite subset of X such that 0 EF) and CF denote the convex- 
hull of F. Since the mapping T is coercive and is continuous from finite- 
dimensional subspaces of X to X* endowed with weak* topology, it follows 
by Proposition 7.3 of [3] that there exists a constant R > 0 and an element 
uF E C, , for each FE A, such that 11 uF 11 < R and (TZQ , u - uF) >, 0. Let, 
now, M = inf{( Tu, , uF) 1 FE (1}. Clearly, ---co < M, since the subset 
{ur 1 FE A} is a bounded subset of X and the mapping T is bounded. 
For F,, E A, set VFO = u {ur I FE fl, F 3 FO}. It follows from above that 
VFO is contained in the ball of radius R in X for each F, in A. Accordingly, 
the family { Vr, I F,, E -4} (where Vr, denotes the weak closure of VF, in X) 
is a family of weakly compact subsets of X, since the Banach space X is 
reflexive. But the family {vrO /F, E A} obviously has the finite intersection 
property and hence n { rF, 1 F,, E (1} is nonempty. Let, now, 
We assert that Tu, = 0. Suppose on the contrary that Tu, # 0, and let 
xEXbesuchthat(Tu,,x) < M.LetF,EJbesuchthatxEF,andu,EFr. 
Since 24, E vF, , it follows by Proposition 7.2 of [3] that there exists an infinite 
sequence {F,}, i = 2, 3 ,..., Fi E A, Fi 1 Fl for each i such that up, - us. 
We may assume that there is an element v,, in X* such that TuF4 - et,, . It 
then follows easily from the relation (Tu, , ur - u) < 0 for each u E CF and 
every F E d that lim, sup(Tu,, , uF,) < (va , u) for every u E CF1 . Taking 
u = ua this relation gives that Tu,, = v,, , since T is a mapping of type (M). 
Again, taking u = x E Fl C CF, , this relation gives that 
M < li$ sup(Tu~, , UF,) < (v. , 4 = (Tu, , x) < M 
which is a contradiction. Thus Tu, = 0 and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 1. Examining the proof of Proposition 3 we notice that to solve 
the equation Tu = 0 the coerciveness of the mapping T is used only to 
assert the existence of a constant R > 0 such that (Tu, u) > 0 for // u 11 3 R. 
Accordingly we see that this latter condition can be replaced by (Tu, u) # 0 
for /I u // > R when the dimension of the Banach space X is larger than or 
equal to 2. 
The following lemma [12] is easy to prove and will be used later in Sections 
2 and 3. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a Banach space and T be a mapping of type (M) from X 
into X*. Suppose that S is a bounded linear monotone or a completely continuous 
(i.e., maps weakly convergent sequences in X to convergent sequences in X*) 
mapping from X into X*. Then the mapping T + S is also of type (M). 
2. THE CASE WHEN THE MONOTONE LINEAR MAPPING 
HAS A BOUNDED INVERSE 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a rejexive Banach space, A a monotone linear 
mapping from domain D(A) in X into X* such that the inverse mapping A-l 
defined on all of X* to X exists. Let N be a bounded coercive mapping of type (M) 
form X* into X. Then the range R(I + AN) of the mapping I + AN is all 
of x*. 
Proof. Since the mapping A with domain D(A) in X to X* is monotone we 
see that the mapping A-l which is defined on all of X* is monotone linear and 
hence a bounded linear mapping from X* into X. It then follows from 
Lemma 1, Section 1, that the mapping A-l + N is a bounded mapping of 
type (M) with 
lirn (w, A-lw $- NW) > lim (W’ NW) - ~. 
leoil-m II w  II ’ IwII+m /I w  jl 
Hence it follows from Proposition 3, Section 1, that R(A-l -+ N) = X. This 
immediately gives that R(I + AN) = X*. Hence the Theorem. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem gives sufficient conditions under which the inverse 
of a monotone linear mapping A, with domain D(A) in X and range in X*, 
exists. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and A be a monotone linear 
mapping with, domain D(A) in X to X*. Then the inverse, A-l defined on all of 
X* to X exists as a monotone linear mapping if any one of the following two 
equivalent conditions hold: 
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(i) A is a densely deJined closed linear mapping with the adjoint mapping 
A* from its domain D(A*) in X to X* monotone and I/ Ax 11 > 0111 x I/ for every 
x in D(A) and some constant (II > 0. 
(ii) A is a densely defined closed linear mapping with the adjoint mapplng A* 
from its domain D(A*) in X to X* monotone and I( A*x II 2 01 II x 11 for every 
x in D(A*) and some constant o( > 0. 
Proof. We first show that condition (i) implies that A-l exists as a 
monotone linear mapping defined on all of X* into X and condition (ii) 
holds. In fact, condition (i) implies by a result of BrCzis [2] that the mapping 
A is a linear maximal monotone. This together with I/ Ax II > 0111 x/I for 
every x E D(A) gives that R(A) = X* (see [3, 131). Hence the inverse map- 
ping A-l exists as a monotone linear mapping defined on all of X* into X. 
Since A is closed (so that A = A**), R(A) = X* and I/ Ay /I 3 01 I/y 11 for 
y E D(A), we have for every x E D(A*) that 
Hence condition (ii) holds. 
If, now, A satisfies condition (ii) we see that the mapping A* satisfies 
condition (i) with A replaced by A* and so it follows from above that 
II Ax II = II@*)* x II 3 01 IIx II for x in D(A). 
Hence condition (ii) implies condition (i). This completes the proof of the 
Theorem. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. In particular, it follows immediately from conditions (i) or (ii) 
of Theorem 2 that the inverse mapping A-l of A exists as a monotone linear 
mapping defined on all of X* to X if any one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
(a) D(A) = X and II Ax )I 3 cy. 11 x II for every x and some constant 01 > 0. 
(b) A is closed linear maximal monotone and (Ax, x) > 0111 x iI2 for 
x E D(A) and some constant ~11 > 0. 
(c) D(A) = X and (Ax, x) > (II II x II2 for every x and some constant 
a > 0. 
We may observe that if a monotone linear mapping A satisfies conditions 
(a) or (c) of Remark 2 then A is a monotone linear homeomorphism of X onto 
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X*. Accordingly, conditions of the type 1; Ax ;I k; a: /I x I/ for x in D(A) or 
1, A*x 1; > 01 I/ x /j for x in D(A*) are interesting especially in the case of 
unbounded linear mappings A. We may note that our Theorem 1, in view 
of Theorem 2 and Remark 2, above, generalizes Corollary 1.2 of [12] to the 
case of an unbounded monotone linear mapping -4. 
The following theorem shows that in case A satisfies condition (c) of 
Remark 2 we can weaken the coerciveneses condition on the mapping N in 
Theorem 1 and obtain generalizations of Theorems 8 and 9 of [12] under 
sharper bounds on the constants involved. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, A a monotone linear map- 
ping from X into X* such that (Ax, x) > CY Ij x iI2 for every x in X and some 
constant 01 > 0. Let N be a bounded mapping of type (M) from X* into X such 
that there exist real numbers r > 0, k > 0 satisfying 
(i) either (w, NW) 3 - k /I w II2 + (NO, w) for w in X* with /I w I! > r or 
1, NW 1: S’ k jj u: !/for w in X* with I/ w 1’ > r, 
(ii) k jj A i12/a < I. 
Then the range R(I + AN) of the mapping I + AN is all of S*. 
For the proof of Theorem 3 it suffices to observe that the mapping A--l + N 
from X* into X is a bounded coercive mapping of type (M) under the assump- 
tions made. 
3. HAMMERSTEIN EQUATIONS IN A HILBERT SPACE 
THEOREM 4. Let H be a Hilbert space and A a closed linear maximal 
monotone mapping from domain D(A) in H into H. Let N be a bounded mapping 
of type (M) from H into H such that there exists an r > 0 such that (Nu, u) > 0 
for every u in H with I/ u 11 > r. Then the equation u + ANu = 0 is solvable in H. 
Proof. Since A is closed, linear, maximal monotone it follows from a 
result of Phillips [13] that for each 71 = 1, 2,..., [A + (l/n)I]-’ exists as a 
bounded monotone linear mapping from H into H. It then follows from 
Lemma 1, Section 1, that [A + (l/n) 11-l + N is a bounded mapping of 
type (M) and ([A + (l/n) 11-l u + Nu, u} > 0 for every u in H with // u // > r. 
Hence for each n, there exists a u, in H with 
II u, II < r and [A + ;I]-’ u, + Nu, == 0, 
by Remark 1, Section 1. Since the mapping N is bounded, we may assume 
(by going to a subsequence, if necessary) that there exists elements u,, , v,, in 
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H such that u, 2 u,, and Nun 2 r.+, , We, now, assert that r+, E D(A) and 
Aw,, = - z+, . Indeed, for any x in D(A*) we have for each n that 
0 = [un + ANu, + $ Nun, x] = (u, , x) + (Nun, A*x) + + (Nun , x). 
So letting n + co we get that 
0 = (uo > x) + (%I > A”x) 
which shows that f10 E D(A**) = L)(A) and A**v, = Av, = - u,, , since A 
is closed. 
Now, since A is monotone we obtain that 
0 < (Aoo - ANu, , a, - Nu,,) 
< (-4~0 , ~0 - Nu,) + @,a , ~10 - Nun) + + (Nun ,210 - Nu,) 
which gives that 
(un > Nu,) < (AQ , ~0 - Nu,) + (un , no) + $ (Nu, , ~0 - Nu,). 
It then follows that 
lim(u, , Nun) d (u. , u,>. 
So Nu, = vo, since N is of type (M). Hence 
u. + ANu, = u. + Av, = 0. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 3. If we replace the condition on N, in Theorem 4, by 
for every er in H, then it follows easily from the proof of Theorem 4 that 
R(I + AN) = H. 
Remark 4. In Theorem 1 of [8], Kosciki assumes that N satisfies the 
condition (Nu - NW, u - o) > (Gu - Gw, u - o) for some completely 
continuous mapping G. This, in view of Lemma 1, Section 1, implies that N 
is a mapping of type (M) and accordingly Theorem 1 of [8] is contained in 
Theorem 4, above. 
Remark 5. We may note that solution of the equation u + ANu = 0, 
in Theorem 4, is unique if N satisfies the additional condition that 
(u - V, Nu - NV) < 0 implies Nu = NV. 
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THEOREM 5. Let H be a given Hilbert space, A a closed linear maximal 
monotone mapping from domain D(A) in H into H. Let N be a bounded, hemi- 
continuous mapping (i.e., N is continuous from line segments in H to H endowed 
with weak-topology) and such that (Nu - NV, u - v) > 01 /I u - v  /I2 for all u, 
v  in Hand some constant cx > 0. Then the inverse mapping T-l -T (I $- AN)-’ 
exists as a bounded continuous mapping from H into H. 
Proof. We first note from Theorem 4, the strong monotonicity of N and 
Remarks 3 and 5 that the mapping T = I + 9N is one-to-one and 
R(I + AN) = H. Let, now, r > 0 be given and f, g E H be such that 
//f jl < Y and I/g jl < Y. It follows from Theorem 4 (and its proof) that there 
exists for each n = 1, 2,... elements u, , v, in H such that 
u,+ A+;I]Nun=f, [ 74, t L 
A+ Nv,=g 1 
and u, - ua in H, v, - v0 in H with u,, + ANu, = f and v,, + AL%,, == g. 
Thus we have 
(% - % > Nu, - NV,) + (ANu, - ANv, , Nu, - NV,) + $ // Nu, - NV, 1,’ 
= (f - g, Nu, - NV,), 
which implies that 
01 1; un - v&l /I2 <(f-g,Nu,-Nq)<I;f-g!l/INu,-NV,].. (1) 
On the other hand we have 
0 = (un -f, Nu,) f  1 [A + ; I] Nun , NunI 
and so 
Hence, 
(un - f ,  Nun) < 0 for each n. (2) 
~ll~~~-fl12~(un-f,Nun--f) 
1 (un -f, Nun) - (un -f, Nf) < - (un -f, Nf) < II u, -f I! /I Nf I/ 
(3) 
Now, since N is a bounded and 11 f  11 < r, there is a constant M(r) (depending 
on r) such that /I NW /I < M(Y) for every w in H with 11 w 11 < r. Thus we have 
from (3) that 01 I/ u, -f I/ < M(Y) and so /I Us /I < Y + (l/a) M(Y) for each n. 
Similarly we have Ij v, // < Y + (l/a) M(r). Using again the fact that N is 
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bounded we obtain a constant n/r,(r) such that jl Nu, I/ < Ml(y) and 
j/ NV, /I < M,(Y) for each n. This along with (1) implies that 
II% - %112 +4(w-~ll for all n. 
It then follows from the weak lower semicontinuity of the norm that 
This shows that T-l is bounded and continuous in any ball of radius Y > 0 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6. Let H be a given Hilbert space, A a closed linear maximal 
monotone mapping from domain D(A) in H into H, B a compact (possibly non- 
linear) mapping of H into H and N a bounded continuous strongly monotone 
mapping from H into H. Suppose that the following conditions hold: 
(i) ~~Nu~/~/3~~u~j+cfo~uinHandsomeconstants~>O,andc>O. 
69 IIWI Grllull + df or u in H and some constants y > 0, and d > 0. 
(iii) r[/3 + /3”/~] < 1. 
Then the range R(I + (A + B) N) = H. 
Proof. We first see from Theorem 5 that the inverse mapping 
T-l = (I + AN)-l is a continuous mapping from H into H. Since, now, 
I + (A + B) N = T(I + T-lBN) it suffices to prove that the range 
R(1+ T-IBN) = H. Since the mapping B is compact and the mappings T-l 
and N are bounded we see that the mapping T-lBN is compact. It then fol- 
lows from Proposition 2, Section 1, that the mapping I + T-lBN is of 
type (M). We next assert that I + T-lBN is coercive. Indeed, for any u in 
H we obtain using relation (3) in the proof of Theorem 5, weak lower semi- 
continuity of the norm function and the conditions (i) and (ii), that 
II T-lBW)ll G Y [P + f] II u II + C 
for all u in H and some constant C. Hence, 
in view of condition (iii). Thus the mapping I + T-lBN is a bounded, coer- 
cive mapping of type (M) and so by Proposition 3, Section 1, we have 
R(1+ T-IBN) = H. This completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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EXAMPLE. Let G be a measurable subset of an n-dimensional, Euclidean 
space R* and L2(G) denote the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions 
on G. Letf(s, t) be a real-valued function on G x R satisfying Caratheodory’s 
conditions [that is,f(S, t) is continuous in t for almost all s in G and is measur- 
able in s for each t in R]. Suppose that f satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) there exists a function cl(s) in P(G) and a constant /3 ;> 0 such that 
If 6, t)l < 44 + B ! t i 
for all s in G and t in R. 
(ii) There exists a constant o( > 0 such that 
f (b h) - f(4 tz) 3 41 - ts) 
for all s in G and t, , t, in R. 
We first note that the Nemytski mapping N from L2(G) into L”(G), defined 
by the relation 
Ws) = .f(s, 4s)) 
for u in J!?(G) and s in G is a bounded continuous mapping from L2(G) into 
L2(G) in view of condition (i) (see [9]). Further, we see from condition (ii) 
that 
for all U, v  in L2(G). [Here (,) denotes the usual inner product in L2(G) and 
I/ // denotes the corresponding norm in L2(G).] 
Let, now, A be a densely defined closed, linear maximal monotone mapping 
from L2(G) into L2(G) and B be a compact mapping from L2(G) into L2(G) 
such that there exist constants y  3 0 and 6 > 0 satisfying the relation 
for each u in Ls(G). 
If, now, we suppose that r[J? + (/?“/a)] < 1, we see from Theorem 6, that 
the equation 
u+(A+B)Nz4=w 
has a solution in L2(G) for each given w in L2(G). 
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